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This is a guide to help you when you go to order
lighting. Please list the number of lights you will
need in the spaces provided during your
electrical walk through.

5 Recessed lights on a flat ceiling are included and can be used anywhere but most people
use the in the kitchen.
Pendants                        (how many). If on a sloped ceiling, they should be on a chain and not a
rod.

KITCHEN

Sconces                        (how many) Some people choose to use these on walls rather than
ceiling lighting or get switched outlets for lamps. Prepare in advance so you can measure
furniture as to where the switched outlets should be.
Ceiling fans                            (how many) 2 ceiling fan hookups are included on a flat ceiling. 
If you have a Cathedral ceiling, you will need a down rod of probably 18”.

LIVING ROOM OR GREAT ROOM

Usually hung in the middle of the room but you may want to measure your table prior to the
electrical walk-through                         (how many).

DINING ROOM

Usually hung in the middle of the breakfast area but you may want to measure your table prior                       
(how many).

BREAKFAST AREA

Usually is on a chain but not always. Ask the electrician if there is a size light that is the
maximum length so it does not interfere with the front door               (how many)                  (max
length).

FOYER

Master bath-you can use 1 or 2 lights over the vanity. A fan/light combo is included and they
are separately                      (how many).
The main bath would follow the same guidelines as the master                                 (how many).
A half bath fan is provided and you need a light over vanity                                (how many).

BATHROOMS
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Walk-in closets are provided with wiring and a switch but the light needs to be chosen by you.
Nate (our electrician) offers a very nice LED disk light that is at a reasonable cost. Lights
needed for closets/pantry                                   (how many).

CLOSETS/PANTRY

All bedrooms must have either a switched outlet or overhead lighting that operates with a
switch by building code. If you are installing fans in the bedroom and do not want lights in
them, you must install switched outlets by code. 
The number of lights and ceiling fans.

Master Bedroom                                        (light/s)                                     (fan/s)
Bedroom 2                                           (light/s)                                               (fan/s)
Bedroom 3                                           (light/s)                                              (fan/s)
Bedroom 4                                            (light/s)                                             (fan/s)

BEDROOM LIGHTS

You should have one light per hallway minimum and if there is a landing at the top of a
staircase, you will also need one there. Number of lights needed for hallways                       (how
many).

HALL LIGHTS

Number of lights for laundry                           (how many). Disk lights are also very popular in this
area.

LAUNDRY AREA

Supplied for you and included in your S. Gerald Musser home.

INTERIOR GARAGE & INTERIOR BASEMENT LIGHTS

One light is needed for each exterior door. A spotlight on exterior is included.
 Porch                                            (how many)
 Side Door                                     (how many)
 Rear Door                                     (how many)
 Garage Door                                (how many)
 Walk out Basement                    (how many)

EXTERIOR


